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Abstract: Numerical simulation is one of the methods to assess landslide movement processes,
which is beneficial for engineering design and urban planning. With the development of computer
technology, GIS has gradually become the mainstream platform for landslide simulation due to
data availability and algorithm integrability. However, the dynamic processes of landslides are
complicated, which makes integration difficult on GIS platforms. Some assumptions are applied to
simplify these dynamic processes and solve this problem. Generally, there are two main types of
numerical models on GIS platforms: models based on the Eulerian description and models based
on the Lagrangian description. Case studies show that Eulerian models are suitable for flow-like
movement, and Lagrangian models are suitable for discrete rigid bodies movement. Different models
face different problems: the Eulerian-based models show numerical diffusion and oscillation, and the
Lagrangian-based model needs to consider complicated shear and collision processes. In addition, the
3-D model can describe more details in the z-direction, while the depth-averaged model can obtain
a reasonable range of motion, depth, and speed quickly. From the view of numerical simulation,
inappropriate models, assumptions, and numerical schemes will produce errors. The landslide type
refers to several forms of mass wasting associated with a wide range of ground movements, which
guides establishing dynamic models and numerical schemes on GIS platforms and helps us obtain
results accurately.
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1. Introduction
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Landslides cause a large number of casualties and property losses every year. Quantitative risk analysis (QRA) is essential for reducing property damage and loss of life.
Numerical simulation is one of the methods for assessing the landslide movement process
and potential hazard levels [1,2], which is part of quantitative risk analysis [3]. Many
numerical models are used to obtain the landslide runout distance, thus providing a basis
for urban planning [4–7].
From dynamics, all landslides follow Newton’s second law [2] and, thus, mass conservation, momentum conservation, and energy conservation are the governing equations
in numerical simulations. In terms of force, gravity is the primary driving force [8], and
friction is the major resistance force during motion. However, different shear processes and
collision processes make landslide dynamics complex.
There are two model types: discrete models and continuum models. The discrete
models describe the interactions and shocks well, but the continuum models describe the
flow well. The Lagrangian functions describe the translation and rotation of each discrete
element for the discrete models. Eulerian functions are the best to calculate the field for
the continuum models. With the development of computation, meshless methods such as
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SPH are proposed to solve problems dominated by complex boundary dynamics for the
continuum models. In the SPH method, finding neighboring nodes is difficult. Models with
different accuracies are used to describe the processes [7]. These models include Rockfall
Analyst [9], Rocfall [10], and Rockyfor3D [11] for rockfalls, and Massflow [12], Flo-2D [13],
r.avaflow [14], and Titan2D [15] for mass flow.
In some simulations, different software programs yield different trajectories based
on methods, assumptions, and numerical schemes [16]. Models may face various challenges. For example, fluid mechanics models may encounter numerical diffusions and
oscillations [17]; rigid body models need to consider complicated shear and collision processes [18]. Therefore, a suitable model is a prerequisite for obtaining accurate results, and
the physical insights provided by models can help us understand the landslide process.
GIS provides some functions that allow users to build numerical models [19]. It makes
programming convenient and easy. There are two types of landslide simulations on GIS
platforms: add-in programs and stand-alone programs. Add-in programs use the GUI
and functions on GIS platforms to build a dynamic landslide model. This combination is
easy to implement, but the GIS platform may limit some capacities. Stand-alone programs
use open libraries such as GDAL. They are computationally efficient but require a lot
of development time. The landslide dynamics programs on GIS platforms need to be
simplified to accommodate the GIS file structure. Therefore, appropriate assumptions and
suitable models are the keys to simulation on GIS platforms.
Landslide classification uses simple words to describe the characteristics of landslide
phenomena, which may guide us to select a suitable model for simulation on GIS platforms.
Several authors, including Heim [20], Zaruba and Mencl [21], and Sharpe [22], proposed
different landslide classification systems. In most of these classifications, the name of
the landslide is a combination of the material and motion type [23–26]. The most wellknown classification system is Varnes’ classification [27]. In this classification, material
types include rock, debris, and earth, and motion types include falling, toppling, sliding,
spreading flow, and complex. Subsequently, Hungr [23] updated the Varnes’ classification
to assess landslide phenomena, and the material types were more detailed than those in
the original classification. Landslide types are often indicators of the critical movement
process, and a suitable numerical model must consider the appropriate variables.
However, the relationship between the landslide movement process and the physical
mechanism of landslides is not very clear. It results in difficulty in obtaining accurate runout
zones on GIS platforms. In this paper, we compared numerical models on GIS platforms and
established relationships between landslide types and the selection of numerical models on
GIS platforms.
2. Models
2.1. Descriptions
Landslides contain two main motion processes: rigid body motion and flow-like
motion. The rigid body motion assumes that the block does not deform or change shape [28];
the flow-like motion assumes that the material is continuous mass rather than discrete
particles. The driving force is gravity, and the resistance force is mainly friction during the
movement (Figure 1).
In dynamics, there are five major categories in the Varnes’ movement type: falling,
toppling, sliding, spreading, and flowing. The movement type is related to the critical processes that occur during motion. All the processes follow Newton’s laws of motion [29,30],
which are given by
dmv
= f
(1)
dt
where m is the mass, v is the velocity, and f is the resultant force, which depends on the
movement type. The left-hand side (LHS) of Equation (1) represents the motion process,
and the right-hand side (RHS) is the resultant force.
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2.1.2. Models Based on the Eulerian Description
In the continuum systems, the Eulerian description is best for simulating motion, and
the Navier–Stokes equations are the basis of modeling [32]:
∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0
∂t

(5)

ρ(∂v/∂t + v · ∇v) = Sf

(6)

where ρ is the mass density, t is time, v is the velocity, Sf is the field which includes gravity,
friction, and other forces. The best way to solve these equations is through numerical
analysis due to lacking a smooth analytical solution. Traditional CFDs such as Openfoam®
use these equations to simulate the landslide dynamics. In these programs, the geometric
modeling process is complex.
To describe flowing grain–fluid mixture, Iverson proposed a mixture theory [33], and
the Sf is:

Sf = −∇ · Ts + Tf + T0 + ρg
(7)
in which
ρ = ρ s υs + ρ v υv


v = ρs υs vs + ρ f υ f v f /ρ.

(8)
(9)

Here, ρ is the mixture mass density, v is the mixture velocity, vs is the velocity in the
solid phase and vf is the velocity in the fluid phase, υs is the volume fraction of solid, υ f is
the volume fraction of fluid, g is the gravitational acceleration, Ts is the solid stress, Tf is
the fluid stress, and T0 is a contribution to the mixture stress. The stress T0 can be avoided
by using an approximation suitable for many debris flows.
To reduce the difficulty of traditional CFDs, Savage and Hutter proposed the depthaveraged theory [34]. This model allows the GIS to integrate simulation codes. Depth
averaging is one of the steps to eliminate the calculation in the z-direction. The averaged velocities and resultant forces are calculated on the x–y plane [32,34,35]. In this
method, the assumption is that ρ is constant and the landslide depth is shallow. Thus, the
equations [32,36] are
∂hvy
∂h ∂hv x
+
+
=0
(10)
∂t
∂x
∂y
"
#


Z h
∂ hv x vy
∂Tyx
∂(hv x ) ∂ hv x 2
∂Txx
∂Tzx
ρ
+
+
=−
+
+
− ρgx dz
(11)
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂x
∂y
∂z
0
"

#


Z h
∂ hvy
∂ hvy 2
∂ hv x vy
∂Txy
∂Tyy
∂Tzy
+
+
=−
+
+
− ρgy dz.
(12)
ρ
∂t
∂y
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂z
0

Rh
Rh
where v x = 1h 0 v x dz, vy = 1h 0 vy dz. As shown in the equations, the velocity in the
z-direction is averaged. Based on the depth-averaged theory, a depth-averaged mixture
model was proposed by Iverson and Denlinger [32]. Subsequently, two-phase and multiphase depth-averaged models were proposed to describe distinct mechanical responses
and dynamic behaviors of material [35,37].
Some studies considered the erosion process, a mechanical process by which the
bed material is mobilized by the flow and dominant mechanical processes in geophysical
mass flows [38]. Erosion determines enhanced or reduced mobility but is not understood
thoroughly. In the dynamic model, the erosion rate E = −∂b/∂t and erosion velocity ub are
two important parameters, which change mass and momentum productions E and ub E [38],
respectively. Subsequently, Pudashini and Fischer proposed a two-phase erosion model on
this basis [39]. The emergence of these models has further developed the continuum model
on GIS platforms.
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2.2. Forces
Gravity, friction, collision force, and hydraulic pressure are the major forces during
motion. Some forces have less influence and can be ignored during the movement.
2.2.1. Collision Force
Collision force is one of the factors affecting the process of landslide movement,
especially during falls and topples. The collision process is complicated, which makes the
calculation difficult. Traditionally, the spring–dashpot model is widely used to describe the
nonlinear process, which is
Fn = Fel + Fdiss
(13)
where Fn is the collision force, Fel is the elastic force (spring), and Fdiss is the dissipative
force (dashpot). The spring obeys Hooke’s law, and the dashpot obeys Newton’s law of
viscosity [40,41]. To simplify the process, Evans and Hungr used a lumped mass model
in ROCKFALL programs in 1993 [42]. The associated assumptions of the lumped mass
model are as follows: (1) each rock is a small spherical particle; (2) rocks do not have any
size, only mass. The lumped mass model uses one or two restitution coefficients to express
this process to avoid calculating complex collision forces. The restitution coefficients are
the ratio of the rebound velocity to the incident velocity, the impulse ratio, and the work
ratio, which involves the square root of work performed. Most models use two restitution
coefficients: the tangential restitution coefficient Rt and the normal restitution coefficient
Rn ; however, a few models use only one restitution coefficient to quantify dissipation in
terms of velocity magnitude loss. Hybrid approaches were proposed on GIS platforms to
simulate rockfall accurately. These models, such as CRSP [43], RocFall [44], and STONE [45],
consider the influence of shape and nonlinear collision based on the lumped mass model.
Hybrid approaches have been the mainstream models on GIS platforms. Therefore, there
are three models for describing the collision force, a fully rigid body model, a lumped mass
model, and a hybrid approach [46], on GIS platforms.
2.2.2. Friction Force
Friction is the force that resists the relative motion of solid surfaces, fluid layers,
and material elements sliding against each other, which is important for the movement
calculation. In this process, kinetic energy is converted to thermal energy when motion
with friction occurs. There are two types of resistance: viscosity and Coulomb’s friction.
For dry granular flow, Coulomb’s friction is adopted, which is
τ = µN

(14)

where τ is the unit base resistance and µ is the friction coefficient, and N is the normal
force. Generally, the basal shear forces, obtained by simple infinite landslide models, are
calculated by Coulomb’s friction.
For fluid flow, viscosity is a measure of resistance to deformation at a given rate. It
can be conceptualized as the internal frictional force that arises between adjacent layers of
fluid that are in relative motion. There are three viscosity equations: Newtonian, Bingham,
and quadratic fluids.
(1)

The Newtonian fluid is:
τ = µγ0

(15)

where µ is the shear viscosity of a fluid and γ0 is the derivative of the velocity component.
(2)

The Bingham fluid model is
τ = τ0 + µγ0

(16)
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where τ0 is a constant yield strength, µ is the shear viscosity of the fluid, and γ0 is the
derivative of the velocity component.
(3)

The quadratic fluid model is
τ = τ0 + µγ0 + ζγ0

2

(17)

The first two terms are referred to as the Bingham shear stresses. The last term
represents the dispersive and turbulent shear stresses. Fluid friction can be generalized as:
f = fs + fv + ft

(18)

where f v is the viscosity term, f s is the constant term, and f t is a turbulent term. Based
on the depth-averaged theory, shear stress is depth-integrated, and the corresponding
equation is
Z
1
S=
f dz
(19)
h
where S is depth-integrated shear stress. Therefore, Equation (18) can be transformed to:
S f x = Sτ + Sv + Std .

(20)

2.2.3. Other Forces
Hydraulic pressure in the depth-averaged model is the force imparted per unit area
of liquid or flow-like materials on the surfaces, which can be expressed in the Eulerian
description as:
∂ h2
β
(21)
Fi =
∂x 2
where β can be changed to β xs and β xf based on the form of the phase [37]. For fluid, the β is
gz . For solids, the force created by collisions among particles is simplified to an internal
force based on soil mechanics, and the β is:


f
β xs = Kgz 1 − γs
(22)
n
o
1/2
K pas/act = 2 sec2 φ 1 ± (1 − cos2 φ sec2 δ)
−1

(23)

where φ is the internal frictional angle and δ is the basal frictional angle. The collisions and
frictions among particles are difficult to calculate during the motion.
There are two methods to describe the form of hydraulic pressure on the Lagrangian
description. The first method is the particle-in-cell (PIC) method [47], which converts
particles or columns to fields based on the volume in each cell. The other is smoothedparticle hydrodynamics (SPH) approximation [48–50], and they are:

Hp =

PI =

1
βh I 2
2

PI

PJ

∑ mJ
J

hI 2

+

hJ2

(24)
!
gradWI J

(25)

where P I is an averaged hydraulic pressure term, WIJ is the value of the SPH kernel
function WIJ centered at node I evaluated at node J. The weighting function or kernel WIJ is
a symmetric function of xI − xJ . Additionally, mJ has no physical meaning. When the node
moves, the material contained in a column of base ΩI has entered it or will leave it as the
column moves with an averaged velocity, which is not the same for all particles or columns
in it [48].
In addition, buoyancy and drag forces in the two-phase and multi-phase flow can also
influence the landslide motion. Buoyancy is an upward force exerted by a fluid that opposes
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the weight of a partially or fully immersed object, and it is a vertical force. Buoyancy can
reduce the pressure at the basal surface. Therefore, buoyancy can reduce the resistance,
especially in multi-phase flow. Drag forces are shear forces caused by different velocities
and accelerations in different phases. In other words, solid particles may accelerate relative
to fine solids or fluids [37].
3. Software
With the development of computer technology, GIS has gradually become a mainstream system for engineering design and urban planning. There are a lot of GIS programs,
such as GRASS GIS, QGIS, and ArcGIS. GRASS GIS and QGIS are popular in program
development due to being free and open source. ArcGIS is a mature commercial program
and is widely applied in urban planning and engineering design. These programs provide a
rich interface such as raster import, vector import, raster statistics, and vector analysis, and
are convenient for users to call the functions and develop their programs. In addition, these
programs provide a GUI to display the results calculated by their programs. More and
more landslide simulation codes support GIS. At present, there are two kinds of programs:
programs based on the rigid body model and programs based on the flow-like model.
3.1. Programs Based on the Rigid Body Model
On GIS platforms, there are several programs to simulate the discrete rigid body
motions, as shown in Table 1. On GIS platforms, the format of input parameters of GIS
data needs to be considered, especially DEM data. The choice of parameter expressions
determines the model. There are three types of DEMs to express on GIS platforms: triangulated irregular networks (TINs), grid networks, and vector or contour-based networks.
Relying on the algorithm, the selection of the DEM is also different. For example, Rockfall
Analyst and Rockyfor3D select the grid networks. The lumped mass models are popular in
early GIS platforms among these models. With the GIS technique development, the hybrid
model is mainstream on GIS platforms. These programs include Hy-STONE, Rockyfor3D,
and PICUS Rock’n’Roll.
Table 1. Rigid body programs on GIS platforms.
Software

Scheme

STONE [45]
Hy-STONE [51]
Rockfall Analyst [9]
Rockyfor3D [11]
PICUS Rock’n’Roll [52]
RAMMS::ROCKFALL [53]
RockGIS [54]

Lumped mass
Hybrid
Lumped mass
Hybrid
Hybrid
Rigid body
Lumped mass

Platform

ArcGIS

Format
ASCII
ASCII
All raster format
ASCII

PICUS
ASCII
ASCII

3.2. Programs Based on the Flow-like Model
Based on the description, the grid networks of DEM are best for flow-like models on
GIS platforms. The grid networks make the calculation simple and accurate. At present,
there are a lot of codes on the GIS platforms, such as r.avaflow, LA, DA, Titan2D, and
Massflow (Table 2). As for the model, the depth-averaged theory model is employed to
obtain the depths and velocities in each cell. The simulation r.avaflow is popular around the
world. The program has a built-in multi-phase flow method based on the depth-averaged
theory and is applied in GRASS GIS and R. It is a very good cross-platform program, which
means that we can use the program on Windows, Linux, and Mac OS [35,37,38].
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Table 2. Flow-like programs on GIS platforms.
Software

Description

Scheme

Format

Platform

r.avaflow [14]
RAMMS [55]
Massflow [12]
Massmov2D [56]
LA and DA [31,57]
Titan2D [15]
IMEX_SfloW2D [58]
Geo-Claw [59]
FLO-2D [13]
DAN3D [60]
SPHERA [61]

Eulerian
Eulerian
Eulerian
Eulerian
Eulerian–Lagrangian
Eulerian
Eulerian
Eulerian
Eulerian
Lagrangian
Lagrangian

NOC
1st/2nd order
TVD–MacCormack
2-step scheme
PIC-like
AMR
Semi-discrete central scheme
AMR
1st order
SPH
SPH

All raster format
ASCII, Geotiff
ASCII
PCRaster
GeoTIFF
All raster format
ASCII
ASCII, NetCDF
All raster format
ASCII
All raster format

GRASS

PCRaster
GRASS

QGIS
QGIS

For flow-like programs, the numerical scheme is one of the factors affecting results.
Most codes use 1st or 2nd order finite difference methods to solve the partial differential
equations. In these programs, the numerical diffusion and numerical oscillation are the
difficulties for the models in the Eulerian description. Some codes use the TVD method
and adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) to improve precision. In addition, some methods use
the Lagrangian or Eulerian–Lagrangian description to solve difficulties such as the material
point method (MPM) [62], particle-in-cell (PIC) [47], and smoothed particle hydrodynamics
(SPH) [63]. In these models, the computational cost of simulations per number of particles
may be higher than the cost of grid-based simulations per number of cells. In some
cases, these methods solve the numerical solution problem of differential equations to a
certain extent.
4. Results and Discussion
Many factors affect the simulation results, such as models, algorithms, and descriptions. In this section, we show cases such as bilateral dam break, a rockfall example in
the RA program, and the Yigong landslide to analyze the effect on models, algorithms,
and descriptions.
4.1. Reason for Differences
4.1.1. Differences Caused by Models
Different models can produce different results due to assumptions. We used a 2-D
bilateral dam break simulation to analyze the applicability of the traditional CFD model
(two-phase model), the depth-averaged model, and the SPH model (Figure 3). In these
simulations, we set the initial state to 1 m at [0, 1]. Under the action of gravity, the
fluid moves downward. In this case, we applied the interfoam solver of OpenFOAM®
to calculate the two-phase model [64], PySPH to calculate the SPH model [65], and the
Lax–Friedrichs scheme to calculate the depth-averaged model. In OpenFOAM® , we select
the area in the grid with water content greater than 0.6 to obtain the profile. In the SPH
model, we set the ball to have a diameter of 0.03 m.
The results show that the range of movement observed in all models is similar at 0.5 s,
spanning [−2, 3]. In the 2-D simulation, different models will have different results in
terms of details. The depth-averaged model can obtain a smoother result than the other
models. Additionally, the results of the two-phase model and the SPH model include more
details in the z-directions than the depth-averaged model. Based on the above analysis,
the model selection depends on the relevant requirements. When detailed information is
required, we must select a complex model to calculate the results. When we focus on the
range, we can use the depth-averaged model.
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The Lax–Friedrichs scheme, a first-order in time and second-order in space method, shows
numerical diffusion during motion (Figure 5A) but the Lax–Wendroff scheme, a secondorder in both space and time method, shows numerical dispersion (Figure 5B). The errors
are generally caused by neglecting high-order terms. However, higher-order linear schemes
such as 3rd order, although more accurate for smooth solutions, are not TVD and tend to
introduce spurious oscillations (wiggles) where discontinuities or shocks arise. Various
high-resolution schemes use flux/slope limiters to maintain the TVD, thereby reducing
the impact of numerical dissipation and numerical diffusion [66,67]. In these methods, the
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13◦
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Turbulent coefficient
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than the model in the Eulerian description. As for the maximum speed, the NOC–TVD
scheme is 90.23 m/s, and the depth-averaged SPH is 97.20 m/s. The precision of the
SPH model is related to the number of particles or the number of columns. The more
particles or columns, the finer the description and the closer to the analytical solution of the
fluid equation. Fewer particles or columns will result in lower interaction forces between
columns or particles. Additionally, the computational cost of SPH simulations per number
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motion, but the Lagrangian description is more suitable for the discrete rigid body motion.
The4.2.
description
is one of the factors influencing the result.
Model Selection
Based on Varnes’ classification [27], the materials include rock, debris (coarse soil), and
earth (fine soil). Rock is a solid mass of geological materials, debris is scattered material
(large rock fragments), and earth is a cohesive, plastic, clayey soil. These terms are neither
geological nor geotechnical [32,34,35,73,74] but are related to the size, shape, quantity,
and properties, which help us select a suitable description. A rock is a solid mass and
an aggregate of minerals that can be considered a discontinuous rigid body in landslide
dynamics due to its characteristics. “Earth” is neither a geological term nor a geotechnical
term, and it describes construction material or agricultural soil [75]. Earth is defined
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as a material in which at least 80% of particles are smaller than 2 mm [27]. Debris is a
mixture of large and small blocks of rock, and debris motion involves multi-phase flow
(20% to 80% of particles >2 mm). The properties of debris encompass the characteristics
of both rigid bodies and fluids. Particle size is one of the critical factors to consider in the
description of motion. When the material volume is small, and the quantity of material is
large, the Eulerian description including the depth-averaged model is generally suitable
for describing these motions. The Lagrangian description is suitable for large-volume and
small-quantity discrete rigid body movement. The Eulerian–Lagrangian method may be
suitable for the rock and soil aggregate movement.
In addition, the motion types include falling, sliding, spreading, and flowing. In falling
and toppling, collisions and shearing are the major contact processes, and shearing is the
main contact process in sliding, flowing, and spreading. This indicates that the movement
type determines the force model in a given situation. Collision and friction are critical
forces to change the movement state for falling and toppling. However, dry friction and
viscosity need to be considered in sliding, spreading, and flowing. Therefore, landslide
classification can guide the selection of models of landslide dynamics (Table 4).
Table 4. Relationship between models and types.
Motion

Rock

Earth

Debris

Falling and toppling

Force: collision, friction
Motion: Lagrangian

Force: collision, friction
Motion: Eulerian

Force: collision, friction
Motion: Eulerian/Lagrangian

Sliding, spreading,
and flowing

Force: dry friction
and viscosity
Motion: Lagrangian
or Eulerian

Force: dry friction and
viscosity
Motion: Eulerian

Force: dry friction
and viscosity
Motion: Eulerian/Lagrangian

During the movement, the movement forms transform into each other. Fragmentation
is a key process in rock movement and influences the whole process. Fragmentation can
cause changes in movement form from falling to flowing [76]. As the number of debris
increases due to fragmentation, the interactions in the debris become increasingly complex.
From an energy perspective, fragmentation can result in energy dissipation [62] and drag
reduction during fragmentation. After fragmentation, small debris has a lubricating effect,
and large debris can be transported for a long distance. Therefore, fragmentation in longrunout landslides is very complicated [77]. The movement process gradually transforms
from falling and bouncing to sliding and flowing. Therefore, a single-phase model is not
suitable for these processes. We should build an episode-based multi-phase model on GIS
platforms to describe different states. The best method is a rigid body model in the initial
stage and a flow-like model after fragmentation. Therefore, we may use various model
forms to obtain more accurate results in landslide simulation.
5. Conclusions
Based on the above analysis, we can draw the following conclusions:
(1)

(2)

A suitable model with proper assumptions can reduce uncertainties and simplify
calculations. We must select suitable models to simulate different types of landslides. The proposed classification can provide some guidance for model selection.
Landslide classification helps us understand landslide phenomena and select suitable
dynamic models.
Compared with the two different models, the 3-D model can describe more details of
the moving process than the depth-averaged model. Landslide runout zone, height,
and speed are critical parameters in engineering design. The depth-averaged model
meets the actual needs and provides engineering parameters quickly. Therefore, we
can use the depth-averaged model to obtain the runout zones. If we pay more attention
to the details, such as surge waves, the 3-D landslide simulation model is better.
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(3)
(4)

A small difference in algorithms can produce a large difference in the runout zones. We
should use as many algorithms as possible to obtain the trajectory for engineering design.
The number of elements, property, and material size determine the model selection.
For discrete rigid body motion, models based on the Lagrangian description are
suitable; for flow-like motion, models based on the Eulerian description are proper;
for materials with various properties, models based on the Eulerian–Lagrangian
description are best.
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